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The thoroughly revised Seventh Edition of Feigenbaum&#39;s Echocardiography reflects recent

changes in the technology and clinical use of echocardiography. Highlights include over 1,600

illustrations, 600 in full color; detailed discussions on the use of three-dimensional echocardiography

and perfusion imaging; and new information on the mechanics and utility of Strain and Strain rate

imaging. Many new images complement the state-of-the-art information on technological advances.

Current AHA/ACC guidelines are included for each chapter.An accompanying DVD contains

tutorials on echo interpretation with voiceover and animations. Â (DVD and DVD contents are not

included with the Kindle version)Â 
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I'm currently a student in cardiac sonography in the rather early phase (as an encore career). At this

point, I have read only about 4 chapters of the book. In looking through this book, I can see that it is

extremely full of information with lots of technical details. The book pretty much covers everything

from A to Z in echocardiography. It includes lots of illustrations and images within the book. In

addition, a DVD, included with the hard cover book but not included with the Kindle version

(although one can be ordered from the publisher), provides a large set of video clips depicting

various techniques and some pathologies.The main issue with the book is that it is not really for

beginners - people wading into echocardiography. My classmates are not exactly in love with this



book, however, due to its being so heavily detailed. The prevailing view is that the Scott D. Solomon

textbook, "Essential Echocardiography" is the more appropriate book for students getting started in

this field.For the more advanced echocardiography students and practicing echocardiography

professionals, this Feigenbaum book would seem to be appropriate and to be an excellent resource.

delivered quickly. this may be the best way to purchase textbooks that are costly. wait until the

newest edition is available, and then purchase the next to most recent edition from reputable

dealers such as this group. it was new, promptly delivered, and at a great bargain price.

the one i have is not international version. the text is amusing ,but the quality of the book itself is

very bad. it is easily broken one.

The book is undoubtedly education but grossly expensive at $80 compared to tge 6th

edition.Pictures are not all in color...its a mix of color and black and white. The cover is hard but the

leaves are thin.

I don't like the structure of this book. For such a high price it could be more convenient for reading .

Very hard to read

Arrived in time, perfectly, no writing on it, very happy.

great price and arrived much sooner than expected.
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